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ABSTRACT
This study examined the optimization of the design of steel portal frame for a cold room at Ojoo Ibadan located in
the South West of Nigeria, with a focus on the methods available for such tasks. The objective was to find more
economical solutions to the use of steel. The study attempted to attain lighter steel sections in the design, thus
leading to cost economy using three methods of optimization, that is, the use of scale 2005 structural calculation
ensemble, PADO software and Kaini Gasper method of iteration with a view to selecting the most appropriate
method.
Four variables were selected for optimization in the portal frame and they were, the frame height, frame span, purlin
spacing and roof pitch after the cold room portal frame was designed according to BS 5950. For SCALE software,
the plastic modulus was determined and the moment at the hinge was fixed against each constraint. The objective
optimum problems were determined, objective function evolved for PADO software, and rotation factor of the beam
for the optimized design of the cold room using the iteration method was determined and optimization was attained
by generating constant rotation factor for each variable with increase in loading on the frame.
The result of various methods of optimized variables were compared at the end and it was recommended that steel
portal frames are economical in design and construction if optimized preferably using software like PADO.Cost
estimate meant to analyze and compare the cost implications of the initial and optimized design was also carried out
at the end of the research work and it was established that the initial design estimate is #2,709,500 (i.e. $16934.375)
and the optimized one is #2,327,000 (i.e. $14543.75) giving a reduction of #302,500 ( i.e. $1890.625) which is 14%
of the initial design value. This showed that appreciable cost economy is attained through the optimization process.
Keywords: Portal Frame, PADO Software, Purlins, Stanchion, Rafter.
1.
INTRODUCTION
For the design of steel portal frame, plastic methods of analysis are mainly used, which allows the engineer to
analyze frames easily and design it economically. The basis of the plastic analysis method is the need to determine
the load that can be applied to the frame so that the failure of the frame occurs as a mechanism by the formation of a
number of plastic hinges within the frame. In the description of various methods of plastic analysis, certain
assumptions were made with regard to the effect of axial force, shear buckling etc. Unless attention is given to such
factors, the frame may fail prematurely due to local, or stanchion or rafter buckling, prior to plastic collapse. In the
analysis, the problem is to find the ultimate load of a given structure with known plastic moment values of its
members. But in design, the problem is reversed. Given a certain set of loads, the problem is to select suitable
members, (SP: 6(6)-1972).
Steel portal frames for industrial buildings have been extensively studied because of their widespread use. The
improvement of the design methods for portal frame is one of the recurring topics in the field of steel structures.
Steel frame portal buildings are the most economical way to construct storage buildings and other buildings where
protection from the elements is key, but where little or no interior finishing is necessary. A steel portal framed
building allows for maximum open space, and can support a pitched roof. Common examples of where propped
steel portal frame structures are utilised are retail and wholesale warehouses, as well as private aircraft hangars and
agricultural structures such as barns. But as the spans get wider, the cost of the portal frames increase, and further
economy can be achieved with a row of props on the centre line; or 2 or more rows of props which reduce the span.
This type of construction takes advantage of the strength and durability of steel by positioning it in such a way as to
construct a sturdy frame that does not need interior reinforcement other than rows of pillars that do not occupy
significant amounts of space. In fact, these interior pillars can be taken advantage of to help organize materials that
might be stored or offered for sale in a warehouse built with this technique, or to store tools, lubricants and similar
objects behind the pillars so that they do not damage an aircraft which is kept in the central open space of a hangar
In a storage building, the internal columns can be aligned to fit the racking module, or the racking can be designed to
act as props to help support the rafters. The structural format is also ideal for agricultural use as pens or other means
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of keeping livestock separate, as there is sufficient room for these to be placed between each of the pillars. Rows of
props can be used for building internal partitions, or cold store rooms, or offices or plant rooms.
A steel frame portal building can even be constructed as a low rise multi-story building, such as a warehouse with
sales and administration offices located on a mezzanine level above the storage space, or a bonded customs
warehouse where clearance procedures are carried out in the upper story offices before items are released for transit
from the warehouse below. Indeed, propped steel portal framed buildings are the ideal solution when open space is
at a premium and economy of construction is paramount.
it is preferable to make buildings with a row of props at the ridge rather than as two span portals with a central
valley gutter. A ridge is much less of a maintenance problem compared to a valley gutter.
As a propped portal becomes wider, the ridge height goes up. Because of the wider spans, a decent roof slope is
needed, especially as the distance from the ridge increases, and therefore the amount of rainwater on the roof gets
bigger; it is often an advantage to have a segmented paraboloid roof, with shallower slopes near the apex, and
steeper slopes near the low sides. The advantages of 2 span steel portal framed buildings are cheapness, speed,
strength and durability and the economical range is spans of 20m to 60 m. As the span increases economy can be
achieved using portal framing with the 3 Span Propped Portal frame steel structure with spans ranging from 30m to
105m.
Portal is a word from Latin that basically means door, which has spread to many modern languages. It was used to
refer to a gate in a Roman City.
From this is derived the word Portal which in Architecture can be defined as "an impressive or monumental
entrance".
Due to large number of similar framed structures, the desire to optimize the design and manufacturing process was
popular from the very early stage. There are two design tendencies when trying to achieve more economical
solutions: (a) to use compact hot rolled sections and exploit the advantages of plastic design and (b) to use slender
built up sections with the most advantageous distribution of the material but keep the design in the elastic range. The
second option usually leads to slender structures, and therefore stability becomes the major concern of the designers.
Optimization is referred to as the procedure used to make a system or design as effective or as functional as possible,
involving various mathematical techniques. The objective functions, the design variables, the pre assigned
parameters and the constraints describe an optimization problem. The quantities which describe an optimization
problem can be divided into two groups: Pre assigned variables and design variables.
In most practical cases, an infinite number of feasible designs exist. In order to find the best one, it is necessary to
form a function of the variables to use it for comparison of design alternatives. The objective function (also termed
the cost, or merit function) is the function whose least, or greatest is sought in an optimization procedure.
The optimization model consists of an objective function and a set of constraints. The set of constraints generally
include
(i) limits of search for the decision variables; (ii) various stress conditions and their limits; (iii) restrictions on the
structural behaviour in terms of slope and deflections of appropriate structural members and joints, respectively; and
(iv) structural response in terms of bending moments, shear forces, axial forces, and support reactions corresponding
to a specified loading condition.
The different single objective optimization techniques make the designer able to determine the optimum sizes of
structures, to get the best solution among several alternatives. The efficiencies of these techniques is different. A
large number of algorithms have been proposed for the nonlinear programming solution. The choice of a particular
algorithm for any situation depends on the problem formulation and the user. One of the techniques is the use of
numerical methods.
Numerical methods use past information to generate better solutions to the optimization problem by means of
iterative procedures. In case of side rails and purlins, the elastic design with very slender (i.e. cold-rolled profiles)
tends to be more economical solution compared to the plastically designed hot-rolled continuous purlins. The better
distribution of material in cold-formed profiles is clearly offsetting the higher costs of fabrication. Modern coating
technologies also allow the use of material thickness in the range of millimeters and below, without fears of
corrosion. The most important feature of our optimization tools is the ability to find the lowest mass of weldedtapered steel portal frames where millions of combinations are possible. In the course of optimizing, it is possible to
demonstrate the relation between frame mass (or steel consumption per m2) and frame span with different wind load
and eaves height. The variables selected for optimization mostly are haunch ratio, flange thickness, web thickness,
and height of the profiles at the eaves, width of the profiles, height of the beam at the top and height of the column at
the base. Assuming that there is no effective lateral support of compressed flanges, boundary conditions exists only
at the external flanges.
Also, the wind load is considered as a secondary variable action creating pressure on upward side and uplift on
downward side. For the purpose of this project, an optimum approach was employed to re-design a steel portal
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frame cold room located at olodi-orisajinmi shasha area, ojoo, Ibadan which was primarily designed plastically
according to BS 5950 .This portal frame was then optimized using a computer software called SCALE (i.e.
structural calculations ensemble) by varying the frame height, purlin spacing, frame span, roof pitch and frame
spacing respectively to achieve a more economical situation. A similar design example of steel portal frame for the
cold room was stated with PADO software which is a computer code developed at the University of Coruna. Kaini
Gasper method of iteration was then used to optimize the design of the steel portal frame.
2.
METHODOLOGY
This section attempts to give concise preliminaries and methods involved in the design optimization of steel portal
frame for the cold room. The code of practice applied was British Standard code BS 5950, Structural use of Steel
work in buildings..For the purpose of this study, three methods of design cum optimization apart from the above
were adopted. These include;




Design of the portal frame using SCALE (i.e. Structural Calculation Ensemble).
Optimization of the design using PADO software.
The use of iteration method to formulate the solution for the optimization of steel portal frames

Design Parameters For The Cold Room Under Study
Structural steel = Grade 43
Frame Roof Loading
Dead load = 1.5KN/m
Live load =2.7KN/m
Total factored load=6.42KN/m
Frame Specification
Span of Frame =24.00m
Height to Eaves=7.23m
Pitch of Roof =3.00m
Horizontal purlin spacing =1.545m
Frame Details
Feet are pinned
Frame is uniform
Eaves joint is haunched
Depth of haunch=0.50m
Horizontal length of haunch=1.545m
Frame Section Properties
Plastic Moment, Mp (required) =191.48KNm
Plastic Modulus, Sx (required) =516.4cm3
Frame design section is 356.0x127.0x33kg/m3
Plastic Modulus, Sx (provided) = 540cm3
Moment at ridge =190.44KNm
Horizontal reaction =28.45KN
2.1 Variables Selected For Optimization
The following variables were selected for optimization in this project. These are,
Frame height
Frame span
Purlin spacing
Roof pitch
2.2 Design
Optimization of the portal frame for the cold room using SCALE 2005 SCALE i.e. structural calculation ensemble is
design software used to produce structural design calculations complying with the current British standard in various
structural members.
3 Variation of the frame height against the Moment at ridge (apex)
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All other variables under consideration were kept constant and each was considered in turn against the moment at
ridge (apex) which is 190.44KNm.the parameters listed above were computed using the software mentioned for the
optimizing process as follows;

Figure 1: Design output for the cold room portal frame using SCALE software.

2.3 Design optimization using PADO software
PADO Software
A computer code written by the authors at the University of Corunna and aimed to produce optimum design of
portal frames is presented in this project. The PADO software provides the least weight design for the most common
types of planar frames. The code incorporates the complete set of constraints considered in the Spanish code of
practice for steel structures. The software has a graphical interface to provide a user-friendly communication.
Optimum design of internal dimensions of metal structures has been considered by several researchers since many
years ago. Sometimes this problem is one level in a multilevel optimization of complex structural system. Lately, a
lot of emphasis has been put into linking computer graphics and numerical optimization techniques as a way of
overcoming the existing hurdles which prevent practitioners from using optimization techniques. The research
conducted was in agreement with this approach

Optimum design with wide flange steel bars
A general shape for wide flange steel bar is presented from the cold room steel portal frame section in Fig. 24.0. The
problem of obtaining optimum design of structures with profile like this is equivalent to identify values for
thicknesses e, e1, width b and depth h of each bar leading to the minimum amount of material capable to overcome a
set of combination of internal forces.
Steel code of practice in each country requires a set of regulations to guarantee the safety of a steel element.(Kim D,
1989). In summary the set of conditions is related to:
Von Mises stress.
Local instability of element parts.
Instability of element.
The set of conditions of the Spanish code of practice for a cross section having a combination of axial force N*,
bending moments M*x, M*y and shear forces Tx ,Ty are:
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Von Mises stress.
The value of Von Mises stress is evaluated at location 1 as:

Figure 2: wide flange steel profile for a section of the cold room portal frames

where A is the cross-section area, Ix, Iy the inertia moduli, Wx, Wy the strength moduli and su the yield stress of
the material. Values of Von Mises stress at these three locations need to be evaluated at both ends of the bar and at
medium span.
Local instabilities.
Local buckling of web.
This regulation requires two conditions:
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where h is the distance between flanges in the cross sections and the coefficients ai (i=1,5) can be obtained from
Table 1
Table 1: Coefficients ai values

PADO is a computed code aimed to produce the least weight design of a portal frame designed with wide flange
steel bars. Three types of bars can be considered by PADO:
(a) Standard Spanish profiles.
(b) Optimized standard profiles as provided by the code SAFO.
(c) Tailor made profiles.
The design variables consists only on the area of the profiles in cases (a) and (b) because the set of
Mechanical parameters are related to them using correlation functions .For tailor made bars the internal dimensions
e, e1, h, b are chosen as design variables.

Figure 3: Blocks of PADO software

The set of constraints are the whole list of conditions related to linear and non-linear behavior contained in the
Spanish set of practice. Stress constraints are defined at both end of the bar and also in the cross-section at medium
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length. The set of loading considered in the structural analysis is composed by: self weight, maintenance load at
roof, thermal gradient, snow loads, transversal and longitudinal moving crane and transversal and longitudinal wind
pressure (Hernande, 1998). PADO is composed of the modules shown below
Module of data input.
Requires information on the following topics:
Frame typology.
Frame geometry and support conditions.
Cross-section of elements.
Set of loading data.
Limit value of the set of constraints.
PADO has a graphical interface that allows an easy interaction with the user.
Module of structural analysis.
This block carries out the structural analysis of the portal frame with constant or tapered cross-section bars using the
finite element method. PADO uses an in-home code which has been tested versus other structural analysis codes like
SAP90.
Module of structural optimization.
This part of the code arranges the set of constraints to be included in the problem. The design optimization problem
is prepared as a minimization problem.

where x is the set of design variables as indicated in previous paragraphs, gj (x) is the set of constraints and F(x) is
the objective function which represents the amount of material of the frame.
Module of optimization.
This optimization problem posed is solved by using ADS software .The optimization algorithm selected is the
modified method of feasible directions. PADO allows several values to define the convergence
parameter in the interval 0.01–0.05.
Module of results display.
PADO has graphical information of the solution of the design optimization problem, including differences between
initial and optimal solutions and information on the evolution of the objective function values.
2.4 Optimization of the Cold Room Steel Portal Frame Using PADO Software
The set of data required to identify loads is the following:
Length between frames: 6 m
Length between cover beams: 2 m
Cover service load: 200 N/m2
Cover beams weight: 50 N/m2
Topographical altitude: 600 m
Wind classification area: Z
Topographical conditions: adverse
Longitudinal walls: without opening
Transversal walls: more than 33% openings
Crane loads:
Maximal vertical reaction: 50 kN
Minimal vertical reaction: 20 kN
Friction coefficient: 0.1
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Figure 4: Geometry of Frame

Table 3: Optimized Solution Provided By PADO
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2.5 Optimization of The Two-Bay Portal Frame For The Cold Room Using PADO
The set of data required to identify loads is the following.
Length between frames: 6 m
Length between cover beams: 2 m
Cover service load: 200 N/m2
Cover beams weight: 50 N/m2
Topographical altitude: 200 m
Wind classification area: W
Topographical conditions: adverse
Longitudinal walls: without opening
Transversal walls: without openings
Crane loads:
Maximal vertical reaction: 50 kN
Minimal vertical reaction: 20 kN
Friction coefficient: 0.15

2.6 Optimization of The Two Bay Portal Frame For The Cold Room Using Iteration Method.
The method is self correcting, that is, any error in a cycle is corrected automatically in the subsequent cycles. The
checking is easier as only the last cycle needs to be checked.
The convergence is generally fast. It helps to get the solutions in a few cycles of iterations. Dr. Gasper Kani’s
method of iteration is by far the most accurate method for analyzing Multistory, Multibay frames with translatory
joints with or without horizontal loads such as wind load etc. According to an article on “Frame analysis” in the
journal of the Institution of Engineers (India) Vide vol. XIV 11, No.7, P & CI 4 march 1967, it was proved that the
kani’s method of iteration is in geometric progression and summation yields most accurate results without
undergoing much labor required for an iteration process. The singular advantage of this new procedure is that any
joint in the frame can be analyzed whereas in Kani’s procedure of iteration all the joints in a frame have to be
analyzed before near end moments at one end of bar is determined

Figure 5: For 2-BAY FRAMES of the cold room ,the basic equations involved are (including lateral sway due to vertical
loading} :

MBD=MFBD + 2 M’BD + M’DB + M’’AB
MDB=MFDB + 2 M’DB + M’BD + M’’AB
MDF=MFDF + 2 M’DF + M’FD + M’’AB
MFD=MFFD + 2 M’FD + M’DF + M’’AB
The rotation contribution at the near end B in the member BD
M’BD =RBD * [( ΣMFB ) + ( ΣM’DB )]
ΣMFB =sum of fixed end moments at joint B
ΣM’DB =sum of rotation contributions at far ends A and D
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RBD = Rotation factor at the near end B in the member given by the equation
= [(m*KBD )/( Σm* KBD )]*(-1/2)
Where far ends are: 1.fixed, m=1; 2.hinged, m=3/4
Σm* KBD represents the sum of the relative stiffnesses of all the members connected at the joint considered. The
displacement contribution for the storey
M’’AB = R (ΣM’AB + ΣM’BA)
Where, R = Displacement factor of AB = [KAB / Σ KAB ]*(-3/2)
(ΣM’AB + ΣM’BA) represents the sum of the rotation contributions of the top and bottom ends of all the columns
of the storey considered.
Σ KAB represents the sum of the relative stiffnesses of all the columns of the storey considered.
Initial unbalanced moment at B(for beam BD) = M1
Initial unbalanced moment at D (for beam BD)= M2
Initial unbalanced moment at D (for beam DF)= M3
Initial unbalanced moment at F (for beam DF)= M4
2. 7 Analysis Of Cold Room Frames Without Lateral Sway:
For Equal Loading And Span In Both Bays:
Derivation of the formulae
Derivation of the formulae on the basis of Kani’s method of iteration explained below:

Table 4: Derivation of Iteration Formula For The Cold Room Frame
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From above after distribution to infinity, Consider D2 = D6 , D3 = D5
& M5= 0 i.e. (M2 = M3 ) For BD,
M1D2 + D22 D3(M1 – M4)[1+ 2 D2D3 + ( 2 D2D3)2 + ( 2 D2D3)3 +………….]
It is in geometric progression, the summation = a/(1-r) , where a is the first term, the
common ratio= r = 2 D2D3 (<1), a= 1
So summation, M’BD = M1D2 + D22 D3(M1 – M4) / (1- 2 D2D3)
Similarly, M’FD = -M4D2 + D22 D3(M1 – M4) / (1- 2 D2D3) Also, M’DB = M’ DF
Summation is(for 2nd and 3rd terms) D2D3(M4 – M1) [1+ 2 D2D3 + ( 2 D2D3)2 + ( 2 D2D3)3 +………….] So
M’DB = M’ DF = D2D3(M4 – M1) / (1- 2 D2D3)
FINAL MOMENT = Fixed end moment + 2*Near end moment + Far end moment
MBD = MF BD + 2 M’BD + M’DB = - M1 + 2[ M1D2 + D22D3(M1 – M4) / (1- 2 D2D3)] + D2D3(M4 – M1) /
(1- 2 D2D3)
Now taking M1 = M4,
MBD = - M1 + 2 M1D2
= M1(2 D2 -1)
Similarly,
MDB = M1(D2 +1)
MDF = - M1(D2 +1) ; MFD= - M1(2 D2 -1)
ANALYSIS:

Fig 6: Final Design Moments For BD

MB= M1(2 D2 -1)
MD = M1(D2 +1)
So,
MG = [M1(2 D2 -1) + M1(D2 +1)]/2
= ( M1D2)(3/2)
In case of a UDL on the beam, the fixed end moment at the end= M1= (w*l2)/12
s/s mid span moment = (w*l2)/8
The final moment at the end should be such that the net positive and negative moment in the beam are equal.
So (3/2) M1- ( M1D2)(3/2) = M1(D2 +1) Or, D2 = 0.2 So the rotation factor in the beam remains constant even with
the increase in the loading.
Now, DBeam = D2 = [KBeam/( KBeam + KColumn )]*( 1/2)
Or, KColumn = KBeam (1-2 D2)/ (2 D2)
So, the relation between ratio of the depth of the column to the depth of the beam with the ratio of height of the
column to the span of the beam is as below;
( DColumn / DBeam ) = 3√ [(1-2 D2)/ (2 D2)* ( HColumn / lBeam ) ]
(As the width of the column and the width of the beam is same throughout so cancels from both sides) So a graph
can be plotted showing the variation of ratio of the depth of the column to the depth of the beam with the increase in
the ratio of height of the column to the span of the beam
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2.8 Generalized Formulae:
(Final end moments) for the cold room portal frame

Fig 7: Portal Frame Model

After 9 iterations, Rotation contributions:
M12’ = M1D2 + (D2D3) (M5+ M1D2-M4D6)[ 1 + (D2D3) + (D2D3)2 + ….]
+ (D5D6) (D2D3) (M5+ M1D2-M4D6)[ 1 + (D2D3) + (D2D3)2 + ….]
+ (D5D6)2 (D2D3) (M5+ M1D2-M4D6)[ 1 + (D2D3) + (D2D3)2 + ….]
= M1D2 + [(D3D2)(M5+ M1D2-M4D6)]/[(1-D2D3)(1-D5D6)]
M21’ = -(D3) (M5+ M1D2-M4D6)[ 1 + (D2D3) + (D2D3)2 + ….]
- (D5D6) (D3) (M5+ M1D2-M4D6)[ 1 + (D2D3) + (D2D3)2 + ….]
- (D5D6)2 (D3) (M5+ M1D2-M4D6)[ 1 + (D2D3) + (D2D3)2 + ….]
= - [(D3)(M5+ M1D2-M4D6)]/[(1-D2D3)(1-D5D6)]
M23’= - [(D5)(M5+ M1D2-M4D6)]/[(1-D2D3)(1-D5D6)]
M32’= -M4D6 + [(D5D6)(M5+ M1D2-M4D6)]/[(1-D2D3)(1-D5D6)]
The equations are:
M12 = M1(2D2-1) + [(D3)(2D2-1)(M5+ M1D2-M4D6)]/[(1-D2D3)(1-D5D6)]
M21 = M1(1+D2) + [(D3)(D2-2)(M5+ M1D2-M4D6)]/[(1-D2D3)(1-D5D6)]
M23 = -M4(1+D6) + [(D5)(D6-2)(M5+ M1D2-M4D6)]/[(1-D2D3)(1-D5D6)]
M32 = M4(1-2D6) + [(D5)(2D6-1)(M5+ M1D2-M4D6)]/[(1-D2D3)(1-D5D6)]

2.9 Analysis of Cold Room Frames With Lateral Sway:
Derivation of Formulae:
Table 5 : Derivation of Iteration Formula For The Cold Room Frame
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THE EQUATIONS ARE:
MAB = -M1 -2(Jt.A)D2 –(Jt.B)D3 + X
MBA = M2 -2(Jt.B)D3 –(Jt.A)D2 + X
MBC = -M3 -2(Jt.B)D5 –(Jt.C)D6 + X
MCB = -M1 -2(Jt.C)D6 –(Jt.B)D5 + X Where,
Jt.A = -M1 – M5D3 –(*)D3/(1-RD4) +(#)(RD3)/($) +X
Jt.B = M1D2-M4D6 + M5/(1-(D2D3+D5D6))+ (*)(D2D3+D5D6)/(1-RD4) +(#)R(D2+D6-D2D3-D5D6)/($) +[(o)(*)D4]R(D2+D6)/($) +X
Jt.C = M4– M5D5 –(*)D5/(1-RD4) +(#)(RD5)/($) +X
Symbols:
(#) = (M1D1-M5D4-M4D7)
(*) = M1D2-M4D6+M5(D2D3+D5D6)
(o) = (M1D2-M4D6 +M5)(D1D3+D5D7)
X = -(#)R/($) –(o)R/($) +(*)D4R/($)
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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3.1 General
In this section, discussions will be based on the methods of optimization used i.e. Scale 2005 method, PADO
software method and iteration method with a view to obtain the most suitable method of optimization of steel portal
frame design for the cold room under study .
3.2 Results for The Cold Room Steel Portal Frame Optimization Using PADO Software
Table 6: Initial design values the cold room beam section

Table 7: Optimized solution provided by PADO

Table 8: Initial design values for the cold room column section
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Table 9: Optimized solution provided by PADO

From the above results, it was evident that the PADO software was appropriately suitable for design optimization of
steel portal frames. The initial values of the frames were optimized to give a more lighter and economical section as
displayed in the output result. A closer study of the above tables shows reduction in section properties and values
e.g. in the initial the design, for lower cross-section of the external column ,h is 300mm,b is 300,e is 10mm and e 1 is
10mm while in the optimized output, for the external support of the frame, h is 352mm, b is 121, e is 9mm and e 1 is
5mm.
3.3 Summary of Results of The Iterative Method of Optimization For The Steel Portal Frame of The Cold
Room.
The following variables of the portal frame were itemized using kani gasper iteration method, they are ;
 frame height
 purline spacing
 roof pitch
 frame spacing
For each of these variables, rotation factor was obtained for the optimized section with respect to the uniformly
distributed load carried by the section. The ratio of the depth of the column and the span and depth of the beam was
also obtained for each variable during optimization.
3.4 Optimized Results for the Frame Height
The result of the optimized frame height of the cold room steel portal frame is shown below.
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Table 10: CASE-I: for equal loading and span of the cold room in both bays

Figure 8: Graph Of M/M1 Against D2 For The Frame Height

3.4.1

Loads(w,w/2):
Table 11a: Result for Bay I: MP=MSI-MI ; MN=M21

Table 11b: Result For Bay II: MP=MSII-MII ; MN=M23

3.4.2

Sway Case:
Table 12a: Result For Bay 1
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Table 12b: Result For Bay 1I

Figure 35b: Non-Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 35a: Non-Sway Case; Bay-I
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Figure 9b: Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 9a: Sway Case; Bay-I

3.5

Optimized Results For The Purlins Spacing

3.5.1

Loads(W,W/4):
Table 13a: Result For Bay I: MP=MSI-MI ; MN=M21

Table 13b: Result For Bay II: MSII-MII ; MN=M23

3.5.2

Sway Case:
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Table 14a: Result For Bay I

Table 14b: Result For Bay II

3.5.3 Non-Sway Case

Figure 10b:Non Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 10a: Non Sway Case; Bay-I
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Figure 11b: Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 11a: Sway Case; Bay-I

3.6 Optimized Results For The Roof Pitch
3.6.1 Case III : For Equal Load And Varying Span
3.6.1.1 Non-Sway Case:
Table 15:Result For Bay II: MP=MSII-MII ; MN=M23

3.6.1.2 Sway Case:
Table 16a: Result For Bay I
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Table 16b: Result For Bay II

Figure 12b:Non Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 12a:Non Sway Case; Bay-I

Figure 13b Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 13a:Sway Case; Bay-I

3.6.2 Span(L, L/2):
Table 17a:Result For Bay I: MP=MSI-MI ; MN=M21
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Table 17b:Result For Bay II: MP=MSII-MII ; MN=M23

3.6.2.1 Sway Case:
Table 18a:Result For Bay I:

Table 18b:Result For Bay II

:
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Figure141b :Non Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 14a: NonSway Case; Bay-I

Figure 15b Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 15a:Sway Case; Bay-I

3.7 Optimized Results For The Frame Span
3.7.1 Span(L, L/4):
3.7.1.1 Non-Sway Case

Table 19a:Result For Bay I: MP=MSI-MI ; MN=M21
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Table 19b: Result For Bay I; MP=MSII-MII ; MN=M23

3.7.1.2 Sway Case:
Table 20a: Result For Bay I

Table 20b: Result For Bay II
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Figure 16b Non Sway Case ;Bay-II

Figure 16a:Non Sway Case; Bay-I

Figure 17a:Sway Case; Bay-I

Figure 17b Sway Case ;Bay-II

The variation of the higher of the final moments at the ends of the beam (MN) and the residual maximum moment
along the beam (MP) with respect to the rotation factor of the beam (D2) can be obtained for the following cases.:
1. Pinned end column for varying spans and load.
2. Variation of section of the beam (parabolic)
As we have found, variation of moments throughout the section is very high. So we can vary the section of the beam
according to the requirements to get an economic section.
3.8 Cost Analysis
Cost analysis was carried out at the end of the design to compare the cost between the initial and the optimized
sections of the portal frame for the cold room so as to analyze and determine the cost implication of both designs
and to know which one gives the most cost economy. It is however important to state at this juncture that the prices
per unit of these sections were as at the time of research rough estimates and are subjected to market fluctuations.

Table 21: Cost Estimate For The Initial Design
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Unit CostDescription

Unit

Quantity

tone/kgcm3

Total

Type 1

406X178X67 UB

M

45

18,000.00

810000.00

Type 2

125x152x30 UC

M

25

13000.00

325000

Type 1

254X146X37 UB

M

18

16500.00

297000

Type 2

152x152x30 UC

M

15

14000.00

210000

Type 1

254X102X22 UB

M

45

16500.00

742500

Type 2

125x152x30 UC

M

25

13000.00

325000

173

91,000.00

2709500.00

Item No

Stanchions

Purlins

Rafters

Table 22: Cost Estimate For The Optimized Design
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Unit

Quantity

Unit Cost-tonne/kgcm

Total

Stanchions
Type 1

152x152x30 UC

m

45

14000.00

630000.00

Type 2

125x152x30 UC

m

25

13000.00

325000.00

Purlins
Type 1

152x152x30 UC

m

18

14000.00

252000.00

Type 2

152x152x30 UC

m

15

14000.00

210000.00

Type 1

125x152x30 UC

m

45

13000.00

585000.00

Type 2

125x152x30 UC

m

25

13000.00

325000.00

Rafters

2327000.0
173

81,000.00
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From the cost analysis above, it is seen that there is a reduction of #382,500 i.e. 14% of the initial design cost
estimate when the design was optimized indicating cost economy hence, the objective of design economy was
actualized by the optimization as well as reduction in steel sections as seen from the cost estimate comparison

4. CONCLUSIONS
From the study of optimization of steel portal frame using different methods, the following conclusions can be
made:
Variation of the higher of the final moments at the ends of the beam(MN) and the residual maximum moment along
the beam(MP) with respect to the rotation factor of the beam(D2) for the variables optimized is obtained for the
following cases and a comparison is made between non-sway and considering sway cases :
Case-I: For equal loading and spans for the cold room in both the bays
Case-II: For varying load and equal spans for the cold room (Considering both bays) A. Loads(w, w/2) B. Loads(w,
w/4) Case-III: For equal load and varying spans (Considering both bays) Span(l,3l/4) B. Span(l, l/2): C. Span(l, l/4)
Case-I: For equal loading and spans of the cold room in both the bays :
With increasing value of D2, MN is always double of M.
For varying load and span of the cold room: Bay-I: .
With increasing value of D2, MN and MP converge towards each other. It is observed that when sway is considered
in cold room portal fame MN and MP. are closer to each other as compared to non-sway case In case of varying
span, for lower values of D2 (sway cases), negative end moment at the outer joint is considered as MN, as it
becomes higher than the end moment at the inner joint Bay-II:
With increasing value of D2, MN and MP diverge from each other. But the values are very less as compared to the
values of Bay-I.
It was observed that when sway is considered, divergence of MN and MP. is more as compared to non-sway case
And in case of varying span (l, l/4), moment at the centre of the span becomes negative and end moments at the
outer joint become positive(considered as the maximum positive moment of the span)In all the ductile structures we
should use concrete of minimum grade 20 and the reinforcement should not be more than the grade Fe415 so that
the steel is ductile.
The complete set of regulations included in any code of practice can be incorporated in optimization software.
Graphical interfaces can help in attracting users to feel comfortable with computer codes. The PADO software is a
reliable code for structural optimization of portal frames and includes the whole set of considerations required by
real life problems. Special purpose optimization software can be a efficient way to encourage engineers to include
optimization techniques in their design methodologies.
Both PADO software and the iteration methods of optimization produced results indicated the reality of optimized
output for the design of steel portal frame with lighter sections. These lighter sections make the design more
convenient, and economical.
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